1FAITH Law-Giver Manifest

1God 1FAITH 1CHURCH Universe Custodian Guardians

Obligations are moral behavior owed to 1GOD, the family & the community. Moral obligation converts to Civil-duty. Completing moralObligations entitles to receive 1GOD given Privileges. Completing
1GOD given Privileges entitles to receive Community-rights!
Threats to 1GOD given Obligations: Anti-1GOD, apathy, anti-social
behavior, laziness, lawlessness, immorality, selfishness. Contain
threats. Hold threats accountable, always.
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Worship 1GOD, discard all other idols
Protect, human body from conception
Life-long, seek, gain & apply knowledge
Mate to multiply & start own family
Honor, respect your parents & grandparents
Guard the Environment & all its life-forms
Use 'Law-Giver Manifest', spread its message
Avoid & clean up Pollution
Protect animals from cruelty & extinction
Stand up for the unfairly attacked, disadvantaged,
weak & needy
Feed the hungry, shelter homeless & comfort sick
Protest injustice, amorality, & environmentalvandalism
Do rewarded work, no loafing
Be Good Punish Evil
Be just & give deserved respect
Cremate, close graveyards
Vote in all Elections
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O B L I G A T I O N S – Prayer

ÿÿ

Dear 1GOD, Creator of the most beautiful Universe
Your most humble faithful custodian-guardian (1st name)
Endeavor's to fulfill all Obligations
Will encourage others to do the same
I shall apply obligations as community duties
Encourage community duties be enforced
For the Glory of 1GOD & the Good of Humankind
This prayer is recited at home or at a Gathering !
Obligation 1:

Worship 1GOD, discard all other idols.

Worshiping is the most personal idolization. This type of idolization is
reserved for 1GOD only. Any other idolization is false & 'Ends. All
physical & spiritual evidence of other idols is recycled.
People worshiping anything but 1GOD are misled. A humble effort is
made to convert them to the 1GOD 1FAITH 1Church Universe
Custodian Guardians. 1GOD will deal harshly in life & Afterlife with
anyone who worships other (false) idols.
Worshiping 1GOD is close-up personal. As you develop
this closeness with 1GOD. You want to socialize with
people who feel the same way. Visit a Gathering! No,
Gathering, near by, start 1. Not enough Supporters to start
a Gathering. Convert doubters, ignorant, misuided, shy,
obstinate, pathetic, the unbelievers, ...
1GOD wants every human given the opportunity to have the 1FAITH.
Conversion show's non-violence, non-selfish, caring, sharing of
custodian guardian community life. A Convert is introduced to a
Gathering. The social hub of custodian guardian life. Converts are
helped with discarding false idols. After discarding their misguided
past. Their past shall never be mentioned.
Worshiping 1GOD means discarding all other(false) idols. Discarding
does not mean only physical things (statues, writings, icons,...) but
also false emotions, ideas, rituals, thoughts... Discarding means
destroying the substance but also recycling the waste.
False idols may be religious or not. False Religious idols: Buddha,
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Holy-man; Jesus, his Mother, his Disciples; Saints, Clergy of anykind; any plant, human, or animal, any holy-ground, or holy-place;
pagan gods, Hindu-gods,...
False Non-religious idols: Hereditary-Tyrants, War-Lords, PoliticalTyrants, Politicians; Celebrities, Entertainers, Athletes, Scientist;
Aliens, Liberty, Sun, Stars, Planets, Moons,...
False idols places of worship are demolished. All building-material is
reused. Shire-planning applies.

1GOD doesn't want purpose-build buildings of worship.

Discarded places of worship. All signs of recognition of false idol are
made unrecognizable. There is only 1 idol 1GOD !
False idols customs are discarded. Penis & Vagina mutilation ends.
Body-piercing ends, objects are removed from body. Tattoos', are
removed. Illegal practice of discarded customs is prosecuted: MS/R4
False idols paraphernalia is discarded: crosses, images, statues,
writings,... Discarded paraphernalia is to be made unrecognizable.
False idols rituals are discarded. Sacrifices' of humans or
animals, even symbolic are prosecuted. 1GOD doesn't
want sacrifices. Altar is replaced with lectern. 1GOD's
people embrace & live by the 'Law-Giver Manifest'!

MUST–DO:
Worship 1GOD only! Worshiping 1GOD is practiced anywhere, anytime, alone or as a group (2 or more). 1GOD does not want any
purpose-build (Cathedrals, Churches, Convent, Mosques, Monastery,
Shrines, Synagogues, Temples, ...) places of Worship. Discard
(demolish & recycle) all purpose-build places of Worship.
People who worship anything but 1GOD are mislead. A humble
effort should be made to convert (Challenge-Prayer*) them to the
1GOD. 1GOD will deal harshly with anyone who worships other
(false-idols) idols.
*Challenge-Prayer, Scroll1, Affirmation1
Worshiping 1GOD means Humankind lives its' Destiny! Custodian of
the physical Universe! Space-Exploration & Colonization (SX&C) are
mandatory. Space-Colonization needs population-growth!
Worshiping 1GOD means believing in an Afterlife & Angels. To
achieve Afterlife & for health reasons a human-body is cremated. Not cremating may result in the Soul becoming a Ghost.
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False idols places of worship, customs, rituals & paraphernalia are
discarded. Discarding does not mean only physical things (writings,
statues, icons,.. ) but also false emotions, ideas, thoughts... Discarding
means destroying the substance & recycling the waste.
1GOD created the physical Universe for Humankind! 1GOD wants in
return, R E S P E C T ! Worshiping false idols is showing Disrespect.

There is only 1Idol, 1G O D !!!
Obligation 2:

Protect, human body from conception.

Threats (Dangers) to the human body come from
Climate, Genetic modification, Illness, Incompetence,
Negligence, Pollution & Violence. Attending to Threats
is a human-body survival need. A community duty.
Protecting the human-body is a team-effort. It
means close co-operation between an individual.
Their family, Friends, neighbors, the community
& all type of Government.
Protection begins at Conception (HE sperm bonds with SHE egg) &
ends with Cremation. Protecting entails climate-protection, contain
violence, end genetic interference, pollution-minimization, prevent &
treat illness, punish negligence & tackle incompetent's.

Protection of human-body is everyone's duty.
1GOD is waiting to hear from YOU !

ÿÿ

S U R V I V A L – Prayer
Dear 1GOD, Creator of the most beautiful Universe
Your most humble faithful custodian-guardian (1st name)
Thanks' you for the Survival of Humankind
I endeavor to help my body, specie & community survive
I shall make survival my no.1 priority
Please support my efforts to survive
For the Glory of 1GOD & the Good of Humankind
This prayer is recited on Survival-Day or when appropriate !
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When a need to decide an order of Survival applies use below rules.
Survival order: 1.Specie, 2.Habitat,
3.Community, 4.Family, 5.Individual,
6.Animals, 7.Personal belongings.
Survival by Age:
1.Unborn, 2.Newborn, 3.Baby, 4.Child,
5.Juvenile, 6.Adult, 7.Senior.

Celebrate: 11.1.7. Survival day C-G Kalender Fun-Day Themes
To survive the human-body needs Climate-Protection.
Climate-Threats: Sun (radiation), Temperature (heat, frost), Wet
(chill,hypothermia), Wind (burn, chill, dust). Climate-protection consists of Head-protection, Protective-clothing & Protective-shelter.
Threat to human-body bare-skin (nudity) exposed to elements.
H-ps 1 (Head-protection standard) everything needed to protect your
head. Head-protection consists of : 'E-p1', 'V-Helmet', 'Balaclava', 'KScarf'’.
E-p1 (Eye-protection) is divided into 2 sections: Practical: single lens
(visor). Fashion: 2 lenses (spectacles).
Spectacles Rim: needs to keep out airborne-particles on all sides (top,
bottom, sides). Must be break-resistant (does-not break when sat on).
Can be any color may be ornamental.
Lenses: unbreakable, highly scratch resistant, block UV rays, not fogging up, glare adjusting (changes darker/lighter, lighter/darker).

Eye-protection is always worn when outside.
V-Helmet head-protection against knocks. Hair & Head need
Climate Protection from cold/wet, extreme radiation & pollution. A
head also needs protection from knocks: a V-Helmet with inbuild
GPS-tracker, phone, video-recorder,..
The outside shell is metal or synthetic. It has a mid-line ridge that can
be decorated: plumage,.. A leather chinstrap holds a microphone. The
visor is curved sideways & straight up & down, unbreakable, highly
scratch resistant, blocks UV rays, not fogging up, glare adjusting
(darker/lighter, lighter/ darker). The helmet has a leather back as
neck protector.
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The V-Helmet has inside leather padding. Embedded in the padding
are earpieces. A Balaclava (Beanie) or K-Scarf can be worn under
a helmet. To keep inner lining of the helmet clean from perspiration,
dandruff & grease. Outside accessory: bright-light/infra-red light
lamp; a camcorder.
Balaclava (Beanie). Balaclava cover the whole head exposing only
the eyes. Is knitted out of wool or a mix of cotton & wool (no synthetic
fiber). Can be any color or pattern may have a decorative pom-pom
on top. When no face & neck protection is needed Balaclava can be
rolled up & become a 'Beanie'.
K-Scarf. K-Scarf may cover the whole head exposing only the eyes.
It acts as a head-cover & a veil (maximum protection). Is knitted out
of wool or a mix of cotton & wool (no synthetic fiber). Can be any
color or pattern.
Balaclava or K-Scarf both protect by covering the nose & mouth. Inhaling pollution,
deadly contagious diseases & stinging insects
are avoided. Furthermore Allergies & Asthma
are reduced. Reduces the effect of dry & cold
air. Contains spreading contagious disease.

Head-protection is always worn when outside.
Protective-clothing is needed to protect the human-body from
climate, disease & pollution. The main body parts protected by Protective clothing are head, skin & feet. Protective-clothing should
always be worn outside.
Skin needs lots of protection, from Bites (animals,
human), Stings (Insects, Needles), Infections (Bacteria,
Fungi, Germs, Virus), Radiation (Heat, Solar, Nuclear),
Exposure (Acid, Fire, Frost, sharp-edges, wet).
Bite-protection: avoid angry/dangerous animals & humans.
Sting-protection: cover skin (Protective-clothing). Don't tattoo or
body-pierce (Self-mutilation by body-pierce or tattoo is abnormal
sick, may cause infection). Protect fingers when sewing.
Infections-protection: Clean skin , cover with
Protective-clothing. Healthy Diet, Exercise, Herb
& Spices, Supplements & immunization.
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Radiation-protection: cover skin (Protective-clothing) for heat &
solar. For nuclear a special suit covering 100% of body. Warning!
Exposing bare Skin (Nudity) to the elements (Weather) is unhealthy.
Exposure-protection: Protective-clothing, Coverall (with hood) or
2-piece made of Flax, Cotton, Wool, or a cotton/wool mix (no synthetic fibers) any color any pattern. Either (coverall or 2-piece) should
have a t-shirt neck, puffed* arms & legs closed at wrists & ankles
(draft proof)... *Puffed arms & legs allow elbow & knee joints to move freely
also the air inside creates climate control for skin & body.

Clothing needs to be made out of natural fibers: animal-hides, silk,
plant-fiber, cotton or wool. Artificial-fibers are not used for clothing
& anything touching human-skin. The production of Artificial-fibers
for clothing ends, existing stock is recycled for other purposes.
Feet need protection (socks, boots). from Climate &
knocks. Skin, Toes & Ankles are at risk.
Socks are made out of Cotton, Wool, or a cotton/wool mix (no synthetic fibers) any color any pattern. Socks have pure silver particles (no
alloy) woven in, giving anti-bacterial, anti-microbial & anti-static properties, reducing odors. Socks cover Feet up to 7cm above Ankles.
Boots have upper protective leather (no synthetics), inner soft leather (no synthetics), soles leather or rubber (may be recycled). Boots are
to protect Feet up to 7cm above Ankles. Note! Foot protection that
does not protect (Sandal, Slippers, Thongs) Feet & Ankles is useless.
Foot protection should always be worn outside. Walking barefoot
outside is unhealthy.
Hand-protection in the form of Gloves are worn as needed! Gloves
are made of Leather, Cotton, Wool, or a cotton/wool mix (no synthetic fibers) any color any pattern.

Protective-clothing is always worn when outside.
Protective-Shelter (home, living, work) a human need,
protection from Crime (Security), Elements (Weather), Fire,
Insects & Pollution. Affordable Protective-Shelter is a 1GOD
given right! Custodian-Guardian prefer Cluster-housing
(community-living).
Room's floor, walls, ceiling, consist of Cyclone, Fire & high Humidity
resistant Precast Concrete panels. Floors need to be wet-mop clean
-able, nonslip, anti-static, mold & mildew inhibiting, hygienic.
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Doors: Rectangular non-wood frame. Outer, solid, lockable inside &
outside key opening insect screen-door, 1-way vision. Inner, solid,
lockable inside.
Horizontal Sliding-Windows are tinted double-glazed. Square nonwood frame. There are no curtains or drapes (unhealthy: dust, germs,
insects,...) instead outside shutters (lockable) & inside horizontal
sliding insect screens.
For Heating* central heating (steam, hot-water) is used. Cooling is
by natural air circulation. Room-temperature 19-21°C.
* Energy wasting is a Crime

Lighting* should be automatically switch On/Off.

* Energy wasting is a Crime

Non-domestic Shelter Roof consists of Solar-panels.
Humans have a 1GOD given right to Affordable Secure Living Quarters (Shelter). Government has a duty to supply its population with
Affordable Secure Living Quarters. Shelter (Cluster-housing) is supplied by 'Shire' (Local Government). All Affordable living quarters are
Rental units.

Protective-Shelter for Survival, Security, Comfort...
Exposing bare Skin is Nudity (HE & SHIE)
Exposing bare Skin (Nudity) to the elements (Weather) is unhealthy:
Dust, Abrasions, Frost, Heat, Infections, Radiation, Stings, Wind,
Wet. When outside cover skin & hair !
Bare Skin (Nudity) exposes the Skin to Dust. Dust dries up the Skin &
clogs up the skin-pores stopping Skin from breathing. Also clogged up
skin-pores are the breeding ground for infections (itchy, painful).
Wash dust of ! Use moisturizer !
Bare Skin (Nudity) increases having Abrasions which damage the skin
are painful & untreated may lead to Infections. Treat Abrasions by
cleaning with mild soap & water. Cover abrasion with dressing, hold
in place with sticky tape. Do not use antiseptic’s or creme’s!
Bare Skin (Nudity) exposes the Skin to Frost. Frost
damages the Skin this may be permanent. Remove the
victim from the cold. Fill a shallow container with enough
water heated to 37 C to cover the frostbitten body part.
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NEVER rub or massage frostbitten tissue.
Bare Skin(Nudity) exposes Skin to Heat. Heat dries up Skin
& may destroy it leading to long-term pain & suffering.
Severe & blistered burns require prompt medical attention.
Bare Skin (Nudity) exposes the Skin to Radiation
(Solar). High UV. Radiation makes Skin very sick.
Often recognized too late! Seek medical advice.
Bare Skin (Nudity) exposes Skin to Wet. Prolonged exposure to Wet
alters body temperature. If it lowers body temperature too much
illness occurs. Seek immediate help!
Bare Skin (Nudity) exposes the Skin to Stings. Most
common are Insect-stings (Bee, Hornet, Mosquito, Wasp,
...). Insect-stings are painful cause Skin-irritation, swelling
& often severe sickness.
Bare Skin (Nudity) exposes the Skin to Wind. Wind
dries skin & may burn it. Clean skin, use moisturizer !
Warning! Exposing bare Skin (Nudity) to the elements (Weather) is
unhealthy. Skin protection (Protective-clothing) should always be
worn outside.
Bare Skin (Nudity) in public or media is a moral issue. Nudity outside
the home is immoral it shows a lack of shame being trashy. The more
skin a HE or SHE show the more trashy they are. Trashy people are to
be treated like Trash. They are a blemish on any community.
Human’s swimming is not natural. The human body is not designed
to live in or underwater. Swimming in or underwater is unnatural, un
-healthy & should be avoided. Natural waters Oceans (seas) & inland
waters (lakes, rivers,...). Unnatural waters swimming pools, spa’s,...
Natural waters are a toilet to all the creatures living in the water.
Birds flying over the water do their droppings. Animals & Humans
sewerage end up in inland waters, oceans. People on beaches urinate,
menstruate, throw-up,... Swimming in a toilet is unhealthy to skin.
Gulping toilet water is a great health risk. Don’t do it!
Natural waters sponge like absorb pollution, toxin,... Air pollution:
acid-rain, ash (burning, eruption), dust (mining, storms), nuclear
radiation (power stations, military). Air pollution enters the food
chain (by air, soil, water) finally ending up being part of a (healthrisk) human diet!
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Water pollution: Drilling, dumping, runoffs, water transport. Drilling for fossil-fuels polutes air & water. Dumping of chemicals, drugs,
garbage, raw-sewerage, toxins is happening daily. Runoffs (toxins,
chemicals, drugs, garbage, raw-sewerage) from storm-water, farms,
industry, pollute. Water transport bulk-carriers, cruise-ships, supertankers, submarines, trawler, warships are big polluters. Smaller
water-transport also pollute especially inland waters. Polluting air,
soil & water is, ‘Environmental Vandalism’ a crime: MS/R7. All
pleasure boating & cruising ends.
Unnatural waters contain a mixture
of chemicals that dry up & irritate eyes,
hair & skin. Swimming pools & spa’s are
avoided. Swimming pools are elitist
waste of scarce fresh water.

This waste ends!
Wealth-Apartheid has resulted in the bored idle have too much invading natural waters & the living space of a multitude of lifeforms. This
criminal human invasion of the natural waters has led to a defensive
reactions by 1GOD creations of the sea.
Jellyfish use their tentacles to sting. Some only irritate
skin. Other’ are painful, creating painful blisters. Jellyfish toxin is deadly when stung many times & there is a
build up of toxin. Not knowing if there is a build up of
toxin. It is best to seek medical help quickly.
Stonefish are one of the most venomous fish in the
world. When stepped on by a human forces venom into the foot. Outcome (life or death) often depends on
how much poisonous venom entered the body. The location of the sting, how soon the person received treatment. Numbness or tingling can last for several weeks
after the sting.
Blue-ringed octopuses are recognized as one of the
world's most venomous marine animals. Their venom
causes severe & often total body paralysis. Because of
the paralysis that occurs, bitten have no way of signaling for help or any way of indicating distress. No blueringed octopus antivenom is available. Keep person
breathing.
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Sea urchin injuries to tissue from it’s spines can be
severe. They swell, become red & inflamed. They may
become extremely painful & are prone to infection. If
allowed to spread in the blood around the body will
make you sick. Uncontrolled infections can kill.
Cone snail can sting through gloves. The geography
cone is the deadliest, with more than 100 toxins in its
small body.There is no anti-venom for cone snails.
Symtons are slow to show. Seek medical advice.
Stingrays have a sharp, venomous painful stinger
which they aim at an intruders heart. When stung in
the heart only immediate medical help will save a
person. Don’t swim above a singray.
Harmful algal bloom is caused by urban/suburban
runoff. It causes significant harm to animals, humans,
environment & economies. You cannot drink it or swim
in it.
When Sea lice are about, the first thing you notice
when you jump in the ocean is their sting all over your
skin. For something so small, they can certainly pack a
punch; it is almost enough to put you off going in the
water. When bleeding seek medical advise.
Sharks clear the oceans of sick weak creatures.
When humans invade the Seas. The Shark becomes
the protector of the seas.
1GOD created the seas for sea creatures & food for creatures in air &
on land. As well as for humans. He didn’t create the seas for human
thrillseeking. Swimming, surfing, water skiing, boating, cruising,
snorkeling are Environmental Vandalism, it ends.

Greatest threat to the human-body 'GM' (Genetic Modification)
Genetic Modification (GM) is Anti-1GOD, a threat to humankind, all
other creatures & the environment. GM-Crop because of the flow-on
effect alters the whole Food-chain. Creating mutations which create
new Allergies, unknown Diseases, Life-threatening Global-Plagues in
all members of the Food-chain! People will become more sick, Die
younger, more sick babies, more miscarriages...
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Cure to this threat to Humankind & Eco-System is Prevention &
Treatment. Stop: GM-Research, GM Seed-manufacture & GM-Crop
growing. Prosecute: GM-Scientist, manufacturing Executives,
Directors, Owners & Crop-Growers for "Crime against Humankind &
against the Eco-system". MS/R7
Government eliminates Threat by scorching GM-Research & Seed
production facilities. GM Crops are burned. Contaminated Soil were
GM-Crops were grown is scorched 3 years running. Government that
doesn't implement Prevention & Treatment, is replaced.

ZERO TOLERANCE to GM !!!
Disability
Disability by birth, accident, illness, violence. Disability may be
emotional (anxiety, depression,...), mental (psychosis, shizophrenia,.)
physical (amputation, blindness, deafness, dementia, quadriplegia,...)
sexual (homosexuality, pedophilia, transgenderism). Disability is a
community issue. It overrides Family or individual wants. Any disability that interferes with moral quality of life of family, siblings,
community. Is dealt with by community services.

The greatest threat to the individual is 'Violence'
Violence starts with the unborn. Violent surroundings in-still the propensity to violence for the rest of the life. The propensity to violence
needs a trigger to turn violent. Triggers: Alcohol, anger, contact-sport
fear, fight-sport, ignorance, humiliation, lack of empathy, mind
altering substance, peer-pressure, provocation, violent video, violent
video-games,...
An unborn exposed to mum & dad verbally abusing each other. Learn
that it is okay to verbally abuse & will do so later in life. An unborn
exposed to mum being physically hurt by dad. SHE new-born will
later in life endure physical abuse by HE. HE new-born will think it's
alright to hurt SHE.
Violence may come from another individual(s).
It may come from wildlife. It can come from Pets.
It may come because of Government action or
inaction. It comes with foreign invasion.
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A community living with & not holding 'Violence' accountable. Will
'Kill'! (Abortion, Assassination, Death penalty, Genocide, Massacre)
Killing a person is a threat to all Humankind & an insult to 1GOD !!!
NO Person, Organization, Government has a right to K I L L !
KILLING IS NEVER A SOLUTION !!!

Stop, 'Violence', start at home !
Every commuity member has a human survival duty to contain
Violence. Join (start) Neighborhood Watch.
Observe, report, arrest (civilian),...
Make your community a crime free zone!

Remember Violence is not the answer. It is not a solution!
Obligation 3 :

Life-long, seek, gain & apply knowledge

The brain needs exercising to keep functioning. The best exercises are
seeking, gaining, apply knowledge & it’s continuity.
Seeking Knowledge starts with Free Education (Learn & Teach).
Followed by Apprentice-ship training. As required followed by further
education. All education is public. Private education ends!
Seeking Knowledge means asking questions. Gaining Knowledge
means getting Answers. Applying Knowledge means using Answers to
have Ideas & then taking action. Continuity means passing on all
accumulated Knowledge to the next Generation.
How to question ?
1st the question is formulated (important so as to receive a useful
answer)
2nd who to ask 'Seek' someone with the right qualifications (there
may be a need to ask more than 1 person)
3rd Thank the person who answered (good social skill)
4th 'Gain' an acceptable answer (sometimes there is no acceptable
answer)
5th Write or audio/visual record answer (s)
6th 'Apply' what you 'learn' (answer)
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7th Use your new knowledge to 'teach' others (KnowledgeContinuity)
What to question ?
Everything (intelligent, seeking & gaining knowledge)
When to question ?
Now (intelligent, good social skill)
Why to question ?
A need (curiosity, must know, making conversation) arises to ask
questions.

IDEAS
Ideas Are the beginning of the Future.
Ideas make it possible to keep up with evolutionary changes. Ideas
are the most creative, productive of all intellectual property activity.
Ideas are to be preserved through Knowledge-Continuity.
Don't let Ideas be forgotten or lost. Write them down. Store,
sort, file & revisit them!
Every day lots of ideas are thought off & quickly forgotten
or lost. The reason being they were not preserved, recorded
or written down. The best are lost!
Memory is unreliable when it comes to preserving & nurturing new
ideas. Carry a notebook (planner) or recorder with you & when an
idea developes, preserve it. Weekly file your ideas!
Review your ideas. As you review your ideas (every 4 weeks). Some
will have no value & are not worth hanging on to. Discard them.
Some ideas appear useful now or at some later date. Keep these & file
them: 'Active', or 'Later'. After reviewing & filing take the 'Active' file.
Pick an idea! Now make this idea grow. Think about it. Tie the idea to
related ideas. Research, try to find anything akin or compatible with
this idea. Investigate all angles & possibilities.
When you think your idea is ready to be applied. Do so. Try to get
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feedback so the idea can be fine-tuned.
Future proof Ideas through Knowledge-Continuity. Ensure
Knowledge-Continuity by keeping your Ideas files updated.
Furthermore in your 'Will' mention where they can be found.
Support your Ideas with Research. Research Internet, Archives,
libraries... In some cases use questionnaires'.

KNOWLEDGE–CONTINUITY
Knowledge-Continuity makes an individual's knowledge (intellectual
property) immortal. Every individual from age 14 keeps record of
their life-experiences (both positive & unsettling). Family's must
capture, preserve & nurture their intellectual-property.
Organizations must capture, preserve & re-use their employees, ‘I-P’.
Community's must utilize their citizens intellectual-property for the
good of all. Provincial-Government keep Archives.
Plagiarize to build on & advance new ideas. Why rewrite something
that is well written. Rather use it & expand on it. Evolution progresses by building on existing & then creating new. Education should do
the same. An idea comes to an end. Salvage anything that can be
recycled to advance new ideas!
Writing makes us civilized it helps us to communicate with
others. Writing allows to comment, fantasize & report.
Writing is part of Knowledge-Continuity.

Knowledge-Continuity part of our Immortality
Obligation 4: Mate to multiply & start own family
For specie survival humans are to mate & multiply. C-G belief that
mating & multiplying is part of a steady relationship (HolyMatrimony Contract) of a HE & a SHE. Mating & multiplying outside
Holy Matrimony is, 'Trashy', immoral denegrading, HE & SHE. It is a
bad example to children. It makes a Community look immoral, bad.
Being ‘Trashy’ ends. Trashy people are shunned & shamed!
Child-Molester, Same-gender (Homosexual) & confused-gender
(Trans-gender) are not to enter a 'Holy-Matrimony Contract'.
Because of their sexual disability & their unnatural mating. Oral-
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mating (homosexual depravity). Anal-mating (homosexual Rape!).
These sexual unnaturals (disability) are quarantined to protect the
afflicted &children. A normal HE will feel anger, disgust & sometimes violence towards these sexual disability unnaturals. ChildMolester, same-gender & confused-gender handling children are
child-molesting, a crime: MS/R7
Any HE wanting to Oral-mate with SHE is a filthy disgusting pervert.
SHE dumps HE. A married SHE gets a divorce. Forced Oral-mating
is Rape, a crime: MS/R4. Forced Vaginal-mating is Rape, a crime:
MS/R5. Any HE wanting to Anal-mate with SHE is a filthy disgusting torturer. Torture is a crime: MS/R6. A married SHE gets a mandatory divorce.
Finding a mate. Pagans (Christianity,...) look for love. Mate for lust
being trashy. Many never find a mate to multiply with. Capitalist's
mate to be trashy & sometimes to increase wealth &/or influence.
Many cultures have parents deciding. Non of these are in the best
interest of a community.
Custodian-guardian have the Provincial-Government decide during
'CE' (Community Emergency service) who enters a 'Holy-Matrimony'
Contract (H-MC). Every 17 year SHE & every 18 year HE attend, CE.
During CE everyone is assessed on how they can be most useful to the
Tribe. Mating & multiplying is best when HE & SHE are young.
During CE every young SHE & HE are evaluated (emotionally, mentally & physically) on their ability to mate. 'CE' decides on certain
variables' who is suitable to enter a 'Holy-Matrimony' Contract.
Variables: Emotionally, mentally & physically fit; Provincial-diversity;
Racial-integrity.
The main purpose for living (Specie survival) is to mate,
multiply & start a family. Failing to do so is living a failed
life. Unacceptable to 1GOD, & to the community. Specie
survival & starting a family are a HE & SHE must.
SHE & HE that physically are unable to multiply become 'Fosterparents'. They enter a 'Holy-Matrimony' Contract. 'CE' supplies the
'Children'.
Custodian-guardian families raise their children with
community help. A 'C-G' mother attends 'SmeC
(Shire medical & education Complex)'. SHE attends
'SmeC' 6 days a week until the youngest child leaves
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'SmeC' (see Shire).
Celebrate

2.1.7.

Blossomday
C-G Kalender

O b l i g a t i o n 5 : Honor, respect your parents & grandparents.
Custodian-guardian support mutual respect by family members. The
foundation of living in harmony. Honor your father, your mother &
grandparents in life & afterlife.
Parents are honored for conceiving. Grandparents are honored for
providing customs, heritage, knowledge-continuity & traditions.
Honor your parents & grandparents in life & afterlife..

Honor is bestowed! Respect is earned!
Parents that do their duty of care to their children. Earn the respect of
their children & community respect. Children that look after their
senior parents. Earn the respect of their parents & community.
A community has an understanding of reciprocal behavior between
parents & their offspring. Parents raise offspring to community
standard (L-GM). Children look after their senior parents. Note!
Should parents/grandparents develope a need for professional help.
The community takes over with input from family.

Parents 'Duty of care'
Parents live by 1GOD's design. HE is Father, Provider/Protector.
SHE is Mother, Carer /Homemaker. This is also the Community
standard.
Parents provide, nourishment, clothing & shelter. Parents participate
with Community Free-Education & Free-Health. Parents teach their
children to honor their Grandparents.

Show Respect
Children to parents, grandparents, educators, medico & police.
Juniors to Seniors. Everyone Elected people.

Withdraw Respect
Honor cannot be withdrawn. Respect can. Someone shown respect
reciprocate with disrespect loose respect.
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Celebrate Fun-Day themes (C-G Kalender)
5_3_7 Mothers day Children honor their mother.
10_1_7 Fathers day Children honor their father.
7_1_7 Grandparents day Children & Grandchildren honor
Grandparents.

Honor, Respect, foundation of: Family,
Harmony, Community, Province.
O b l i g a t i o n 6 : Guard the Environment & all its life-forms.
Every Custodian Guardian has the obligation to guard the environment & all its life-forms. It is part of Humankind's Destiny. Being
Custodian of the Physical Universe & 1GOD's creations therein.
Products from the concept-stage are to be healthy, safe, non-polluting
biodegradable &/or otherwise recyclable. Everything produced used
is biodegradable &/or otherwise recyclable. Producing/Manufacturing unhealthy, unsafe, polluting goods is a crime, MS/R7

MONSTER SEEDS
Genetic modified (engineered) Crops are based on Seeds altered by
humans of 1GOD's original design, for the purpose of Greed, Profiteering & insulting 1GOD. 1GOD doesn't want Genetic reengineering. Humans are to copy & Evolution is to alter & mutate.
The food creatures eat influences their digestion. To
digest Modified plants a creatures digestive system
modifies (genetic re-engineer) itself via Evolution.
This unnatural (Anti-1GOD) type Evolution creates
unnatural new types of Mutations.
Genetic Modification (GM) is Anti-1GOD, a threat to humankind, all
other creatures & the environment. GM-Crop because of the flow-on
effect alters the whole Food-chain. Creating mutations which create
new Diseases & Life-threatening Global-Plagues in all members of the
Food-chain! People will become more sick, Die younger, more sick
babies, more miscarriages, more animal/pet attacks...
GM-Food (Unhealthy Food): Alfalfa, Baby-food, Bacon, Breakfast-
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Cereal,Bread, Canola, Chicory, Corn, Cotton-seed oil, Eggs, Ham,
Margarine, Meat, Papaya, Peas, Potato, Poultry, Sausages, Soybean,
Sugar-beet, Sugarcane, Sweet-Peppers, Tomatoes, Wheat, Zucchini,...

M U S T D O !!!
Government eliminates Threat by scorching GM-research
& Seed manufacturing facilities. GM Crops are burned.
Contaminated Soil were GM-Crops were grown is scorched
3 years running. Government that doesn't implement this
'Treatment' is replaced & held accountable.
Government prosecutes: GM-Scientist, Executives, Directors
manufacturing Owners, & Crop-Growers for: "Crime against
Humankind & against the Eco-system". MS/R7

ZERO TOLERANCE to GM !!!
Energy Pollution (Climate Change)
Too much leisure-time, too large homes, too large incomes, too many
unneeded gadgets, created a spike in ever increasing energy needs.
Currently Energy is polluting, has high establishing costs, high running / maintenance costs. Polluting Energy relies on burning, Coal,
Gas, Oil & Uranium. All burning Ends !!!

Fossil fuel Coal produces

Dirty Energy

Burning coal produces great amounts of air polluting Carbon dioxide
& smoke Carbon dioxide drifts up. 50% is washed down by rain the
rest accumulates in the atmosphere. The Carbon dioxide lets through
sunlight to heat the Earth but prevents some of the heat from being
radiated back into space. Result: warming air, soil & water. Global
warming.
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The result is that Earth's surface is slowly heating up. This heating up
of surface temperature has increased dramatically since year 'O'*
(2004). This warming is decreasing the size of glaciers & polar icecaps
. Resulting in warming & rising sea levels & climate change. Climate
change: longer drier droughts, more severe lightning, heavier rains,
stronger faster winds, unpredictable fast changing weather.
*C-G New-Age time-management

A reduction in coal-burning to 'O' (zero) is needed now.
However the people responsible for burning coal are corrupt, dishonest, selfish & cannot be relied on to stop burning coal. Therefore
the source (coal) for burning must be denied the polluters. Coalmines
are SHUT. Coal-burning equipment is dismantled. Coalminers &
burners are held accountable, prosecuted, MS/R7

STOP

the lorries, close the Mines:

S U R V I V E !!!
Coal as energy provider is not just replaced by another energy provider. But energy usage per person is to be reduced by enforced NightCurfew. Night-Curfew reduces energy usage, road-kill, crime...
Increases mating.
Domestic & non-domestic burning of dung, wood, coal, gas & oil for
cooking, heating & power, ENDS! Power-Stations that burn (coal, gas,
oil, uranium,..) to create energy are SHUT-Down & dismantled.
Polluting Owners & operators are prosecuted, MS/R7. Coal &
Uranium mines are closed & sealed. Mining Owners & operators are
prosecuted, MS/R7

Non-breathable Air. You have 4 minutes to live!
Energy is produced by non-burning.
Energy is produced by non-burning. Burning to move domestic &
non-domestic transport Ends! Gas & Oil have non-burning use.
Domestic & nondomestic transport on Freeways is replaced with
'Freeway-Trams'! Long-distance overland transport is by Rail only.
Individual polluting transport is phased out. Cancel new Freeway.
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Fracking
Fracking is a great threat to the environment, community, humans,...
Fracking is the process of drilling & injecting fluid at high pressure
into shale rock fracturing it releasing gases. High pressure triggers
'Earthquakes'. If this happens along faultlines it can trigger a big 1
Each process needs millions of liter of water. The Water has toxic
chemicals & sand added. During the process methane gas & toxic
chemicals pollute nearby groundwater. Drinking this water has resulted in cases of neurological, sensory & respiratory damage. Both to
humans & animals. Vegetation is also badly affected .

The waste fluid is left in above ground puddles to evaporate. Releasing volatile organic compounds into the atmosphere, contaminating
air, creating ground level ozone & acid rain. This results in unhealthy
livestock & shriveling inedible pasture, crops, fruit,...Residents complain of fatigue, nausea, headaches & worse. Gases may also result in
'Wildfire's.
The use of explosives triggers an Earthquake. The use near faultlines
can trigger a major Earthquake anywere along the faultline (sometimes far away). These explosions also damage underground water
reservoirs. They also release gases that make humans, animals &
vegetation sick. These gases can be the cause of Wildfire(s) !
Fracking Ends! Owners & operators are prosecuted, MS/R7.
Government that allow Fracking is replaced & its members held
accountable, MS/R7.
Soon the demand for fresh-water will exceed the availability of freshwater. Polluted waterway's (creek, stream, river, pond, lake,...) create
a shortage of fresh-water. Storm-water filled with toxin, poisons,
Pharmaceuticals,.. Illegal dumping of industrial waste, toxin, poisons,
... Polluting of waterways ends, polluters are prosecuted, individuals
MS/R3 all others, MS/R7.
Polluting Entertainment Ends. In the Air: Air-Shows, privateowned : plane, jet, helicopter, drone, space-shuttle,... In/under the
water: motorized boat racing, other : cabin-cruiser, cruise-ships,
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hovercraft, jet skis, speed-boats, yachts,.. On the land: all 2,3 & 4
wheel motorized, cycles, bikes, buggies, SUV, sport-cars, limousines,
luxury cars. Car-racing, car-stunts.

No-liquid intake. You have 4 days to live !
The creation of Garbage is reduced!
Making DISPOSABLE products* ENDS!
Printed Junk-mail* ENDS!
The making of unnecessary JUNK (collectibles, gadgets, designergear, ...)* ENDS! Biodegradable or reusable packaging is used.
*These providers are prosecuted, MS/R7

Pests
Outside Insecticides (chemicals) are used on crops,
orchards & food. Crops, orchards & food that have been
contaminated are unfit for human or animal consumption. They are burned by the community (Shire).
Insecticides (chemicals) seep into the water system ending up in Seas,
Oceans. Polluting the Ocean Eco-system, polluting seafood. Manufacturers of Insecticides are prosecuted, MS/R7. Government that allow
this pollution are replaced & prosecuted, MS/R7. Use natural
Insecticides.
Herbicides are as dangerous, polluting soil & waterways. Producers of
Herbicides are prosecuted, MS/R7. Government that allow this
pollution are replaced & prosecuted, MS/R7.

1GOD is waiting to hear from YOU !

D E F O L I A N T – Prayer

ÿ ÿ
SHAME-day 6.2.7.

Dear 1GOD, Creator of the most beautiful Universe
Your most humble faithful custodian-guardian (1st name)
Will protect plant, soil & water from toxin
Oppose & stop genetic modification of any thing living
Will ensure Shire scorches poisoned soil
Will punish Herbicides, GM-Crops polluters
For the Glory of 1GOD & the Good of Humankind
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This prayer is used on Defoliant Day !

ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ
Animal cruelty
Animal cruelty Ends. Guilty are prosecuted, MS/R4.
Battery housing is demolished & replaced with 'Free-range'.
Battery housing operators are prosecuted, MS/R4.

Life Animal transport further than 30 km ends. Breach by primary producer, Agent & transport operator are prosecuted, MS/R4 for
each animal.
Circus animal Act’s
End. Animal trainer
& Circus operator
are prosecuted,
MS/R4 for each act.

Theme-park animal
entertainment Ends.
Animal trainer &
park operator are
prosecuted, MS/R4.

Zoos are closed & replaced by Wildlife Sanctuaries which
house only local specie. Illegal Zoo is closed, operator is
prosecuted, MS/R4 for each animal.
The greyhound-racing industry is inducing fear &
pain in animals by using them as live bait. Rabbits,
piglets, possums, kittens or chickens are mauled,
ripped apart,flung around & dragged. The live bait is
terrified, in agony. This ENDS! For each live bait: MS/R4
Greyhounds that are loosers are clubbed or poisoned or shot dead &
dumped. The Australian greyhound-racing industry butchers 17000+
greyhounds a year. It is not known how many live-bait are tortured,
killed? Everyone in the greyhound racing industry. People betting &
watching are guilty by association. A disgrace to any community,
Shun them! Promoter, Owners, Bookies: MS/R4 for each animal.
Thrill-killing (hunts: Safari, Royal, other,...) of Animals Ends. Only Rangers can cull animals. Promoter
& Hunters are prosecuted, MS/R4 for each animal.
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Racing animals Ends. Racing horses, (hurdle,
steeple, cross-country, flat,...), playing Polo, buggy
racing (Trotting, Pacing,...), show-jumping ends.
Racing venue are demolished. Racing animal owner,
trainer & racing venue operator get, MS/R4.
Mulesing, cutting of wool-bearing skin from tail &
breech area of sheep. Results in a lot of pain for the
tortured animal.& also may infect it. Mulesing,
Ends. It is prosecuted, MS/R4 for each animal.

Animal fights
End. Promoter animal owner, trainer, bookie: MS/R4 for each
animal.
Bull-fight’s end! Bullfight Arena’s are
demolished. Promoter, Matador & his
gang are prosecuted, MS/R4.
Spectator’s shame on them. Shun them!
The inbreeding of unhealthy dogs for fashion fades is cruel. The brachycephalic breeds (Pugs, English & French Bulldogs) are bred with
evermore flat faces. This has side-effects, breathing problems having
dogs collapsing during hot weather & heart disease due to poor breathing, that make dogs suffer their whole life. This type of breeding
ends! Breeders & owners are rehabilitated, MS/R4 for each animal.

Brachyce-phalic breeds: American Staffordshire Terrier, Affenpincher, Bichon Frise, Boston Terrier, Boxer, Brussels Grifton, Bulldog,
Bullmastif, Cane Corso, Cavalier King Charles Spaniel, Chihuahua,
Chow Chow, Dogo Argentino, Dogue de Bordeaux, English Mastiff,
French Bulldog, Japanese Chin, King Charles Spaniel, Lhasa Apso,
Maltese, Neapolitan Mastiff, Newfoundland, Pekingese, Pug, PresaCanario, Shar-Pei, Shih Tzu, Silky Terrier, Tibetan Spaniel, Yorkshire
Terrier.
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Military
Military pollute with transport & explosives, A/N
(Atomic/nuclear) B (biological) C (chemical) weapons.
They are a threat to human, animal & plant-life. Production facilities & stockpiles of these weapons are demolished, & recycled by the SHIRE. Scientists that create
these weapons get MS/R7. Government that allow the
production &/or storage of these weapons are replaced
& prosecuted, MS/R7.

Guard the Environment!
A moral Obligation & Civic Duty !

ÿ ÿ

1GOD is waiting to hear from YOU !

H A B I T A T – Prayer

Celebration Habitat-day 9.1.7.

Dear 1GOD, Creator of the most beautiful Universe
Your most humble faithful custodian-guardian (1st name)
Asks for help in protecting the Habitat
Promises to hold Polluters accountable
Promises to Harmonize with the Habitat
Asks polluters be punished now & in the Afterlife
For the Glory of 1GOD & the Good of Humankind
This prayer is used on Habitat Day !

ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ
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Obligation 7: Use Law-Giver Manifest spread its
message
Replace all other religious publications with a Law-Giver Manifest
Discard obsolete publications environmentally friendly.
Shred obsolete publication(s), soak in water, when mushy
feed to worms.
Replace all other religious publications with a Law-Giver
Manifest. Discard obsolete publications environmentally friendly. Shred obsolete publication(s),
soak in water, when mushy feed to worms.
Skim through the manifest, when you see an interesting heading read.
Next do some deep reading. Re-read, comprehend, apply & live
It!!! The spirit & understanding of the message is what matters. Not
the meaning of the individual word or sentence-structure. Understanding the spirit & purpose of the thought will help in implementing the
message.
1GOD wants every human given the opportunity to read & study the
'L-GM'. Those that cannot read should have it read to them.
NO EXEMPTIONS. Every Custodian-Guardian has a duty here.
1GOD is watching.
Custodian-Guardian use the Law-Giver Manifest as guide for
worship, living & working. They pray daily & say with conviction the
Daily-Prayer.
Supporters join organizations (Commercial, Leisure, Community,
Educational, Political, Professional, Trade...) so they can influence
their operation & bring them in line with the Law-Giver Manifest.
Supporters encourage others to convert. They help with understanding the ‘Law-Giver Manifest. They use the ‘Challenge Prayer’ for
moral support.

1GOD is waiting to hear from YOU !

ÿ ÿ

C H A L L E N G E – Prayer
Dear 1GOD, Creator of the most beautiful Universe
Your most humble faithful custodian-guardian (1st name)
Requests help with converting the ignorant unbeliever
Help the unbeliever get the 1FAITH
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Thank you for this experience of being involved in a challenge
I endeavor to make more challenges
For the Glory of 1GOD & the Good of Humankind
This prayer is used when confronted with an ignorant unbeliever !

ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ
Supporters visit a Gathering. They encourage others to visit a
Gathering. They Start a new Gathering by finding at least 7 people
then get together that is a Gathering.

AS IT IS WRITTEN IT SHALL BE !!
Obligation 8: Avoid & clean up Pollution
Humankinds greatest survival challenge is Pollution.
Human lifestyle & activity are the biggest polluter. It is
affecting climate, ecochain, environment, foodchain, quality
of life, weather, wildlife...
A main cause of pollution is people burning things. It starts
with smoking. Continues by burning (dung, wood, coal, gas
& oil) to cook (BBQ). Burn (coal, gas, oil & uranium) to produce Dirty Energy. Burn (coal, gas, oil, uranium) for transport of goods & people (induvidual & mass). Avoid burning!
Close (burning facilities & mines) all sources of burning
material. Destroy available stock environmental friendly.
Breach by individuals, MS/R3. Breach by entities, MS/R7.
see Green
Concept!
WARNING !!! Custodian-guardian families are not to live
nearer than 70km to coal, gas, oil, uranium burning facilities. So as to avoid a greater risk of cancers, miscarriage,
premature-aging, respiratory illness, stillbirth,...
Another major cause of pollution is poisons & toxins entering the water chain (ponds, streams, groundwater, underground reservoirs, lakes, rivers, seas, oceans). Agriculture
(Fertilizers, Herbicides, Pesticides,.), Building (waste toxin
seep into soil), Cleaning (phosphates..), Cosmetics (Arsenic
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Cadmium, Lead, Mercury...), Manufacturing (toxic waste),
Mining (cyanide, fracking, sodium hydroxide, sulfuric acid),
Pharmaceuticals (animal & human drug waste). Avoid using
poisons & toxins. Close all sources of poisons & toxins. Destroy available stock environmentally friendly. Breach by
individuals, MS/R3. Breach by entities, MS/R7.
In the north Pacific the US & in cooperation with Japan are creating an
artificial island 'Plastic Pollution 1'.
The expanding island (current size:
of Greenland) consists mainly of
plastics. Being absorbed by sealife &
birds it has entered the food-chain (sea). Eating seafood
from this polluted area enters human digestion then enters
a body’s bloodstream polluting the whole body leading to
misery & suffering. The US & Japan are to clean up the
mess, NOW!!! Custodian-guardian are not to eat seafood
(Salmon, Sushi,..) from the north. Pacific.
Avoid producing non degradable packaging
& products. Food & drink in plastic containers ends. Plastic footwear plastic (man
made fibres) clothing is bad for your skin.
End psoduction of plastic products & fibres.

STOP POLLUTING PUNISH POLLUTERS

S U R V I V E !!!
Obligation 9: Protect animals from cruelty &
extinction
1GOD wants us to enjoy & respect animals. Respect for animals
should be shown. For joy they bring into our lives as pet or in the
wild. As work companion (guide-dog, pack-animal, sheep-dog...). As
supplier of blankets, clothing, footwear, floor-covering... As provider
of nourishment (food).
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1GOD is waiting to hear from YOU !

ÿ ÿ

A N I M A L 's –Prayer
Dear 1GOD, Creator of the most beautiful Universe
Your most humble faithful custodian-guardian (1st name)
Thanks you for the blessing of animals
Who give us pleasure, companionship & sustenance!
I will respect them & protect them from cruelty
I will punish everyone who is cruel to animals
For the Glory of 1GOD & the Good of Humankind
This prayer is used when needed !

ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ

1GOD expects Humankind to be custodian 0f all animals. Human’s
given a superior intellect (Thank You 1GOD) to animals are to be
custodian of the animal-world. C R U E L T Y to Animals is a crime
that is prosecuted!
Cruelty to animals is insulting 1GOD a crime to be prosecuted.
Battery housing, neglect, Safari-hunting, racing animals, staging
animal fights, testing products & procedures on animals, torturing...
Any person, club or organization that sponsors or facilitates Cruelty
to animals (Bull-fight Arena, Circus, Greyhound-Racing Oval, Racetrack, Steeple-chase course, Trotting-track, Zoo...) are prosecuted
MS/R4 for each animal & closed down. Sanctuary's are supported!
Animal fights (Bear, Bull, Cock, Dog,...) End. Animal owner, trainer
& promoter are caged, MS/R4. Venues are demolished.
Battery housing is demolished. Replaced with 'Free-range'.
Circus animal entertainment Ends. Animals are replaced with
humans.
Life Animal transport further than 30 km ends. Portable abattoir is
used.
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Racing animals Ends. Racing venue are closed & demolished. Racing
animal owner, trainer, racing venue operator get, MS/R4.
Thrill-killing (Safari hunts, Royal-hunts, other hunts) of Animals
Ends. Promoter & Hunters are prosecuted, MS/R4 for each animal.
Only Rangers can cull animals.
Theme-park animal entertainment Ends. Replaced with games,
rides,...
Zoos are closed. Replaced by Wildlife Sanctuaries that house only
local specie. Every Shire has Wildlife Sanctuarie(s).

Sanctuary
Shire Sanctuary protect the local 'Habitat'. It's Eco-System, Rock &
Sand formations, Vegetation, Wildlife. Become a Shire Sanctuaries
Ranger Volunteer. 1GOD is watching.
Every Shire-Oasis has a Sanctuary. Multiple Shire-Oasis may create a
Sanctuary corridor. Provincial Government helps with Sanctuary
corridor.

Angling
Angling serves 1 need, food-gathering. And a perceived
need to have thrills (sport). Angling for food is supported
by Custodian Guardians. Angling for thrills (sport) is not.

1GOD is waiting to hear from YOU !

ÿ ÿ

A N G L I N G – Prayer
Dear 1GOD, Creator of the most beautiful Universe
Your most humble faithful custodian-guardian (1st name)
Thanks you for the blessing of angling
It's good for the Soul & good for the stomach!
I will not over-fish or allow over-fishing
I will punish thrill-seeker anglers & its promoters
For the Glory of 1GOD & the Good of Humankind
This prayer is used when needed !

ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ
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Angling is supervised by government to avoid over-fishing. Size limits
apply to certain species. Fish below a certain size are, released (law).
The capture & transportation of bait fish can spread damaging organisms between ecosystems, endangering them. The transportation of
fish from one location to another can cause the introduction of fish
alien to the ecosystem. Check local Regulations.

Using live-bait is cruel. Don’t do it!

Greedy farmers/ranchers overstock the land. Result overgrazing.
Result desertification (bad weather speeds things up). Result cruelty
to lifestock. This ends! Greedy farmers/ranchers loose their land
without compensation. They are prosecuted, MS/R4 for each animal.

End cruelty to all of 1GOD’s creation’s.
Obligation 10: Stand up for the unfairly attacked,
disadvantaged, weak & needy
Individuals & communities have a moral obligation, a civil duty to
stand up for the unfairly attacked, disadvantaged, weak & needy.
Morally strong(HE & SHE) have an obligation to assist the emotional,
mentally & physical disadvantaged. Custodian Guardian show strong
leadership. Communities that fail to live up to their moral Obligations
& civil duties. Don’t deserve to Survive!
Unfair attack's may be the result of: arrogance, deceit, elitism, greed,
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jealousy, ignorance, injustice, misunderstanding, peer-pressure,
perjury, revenge, pride, social-status, wealth-apartheid,... These are
not a defence for unfairness. Unfairness is rectified. Iniator (s) of
unfairness is (are) held accountable.
People are disadvantaged because of their attitude, behaviour, looks,
gullibility, social status,... Individual's & the community have a duty
to help these unfortunates. This doesn't mean hand-outs. But rectifying conditions that are cause & effect of becoming & staying disadvan
-taged. The Disadvantaged have a self-interest to overcome their
situation.
The weak are a great challenge being easily overlooked
& forgotten. The weak may appear pathetic. Frustrating
to help. Never the less they do need help.

1GOD is waiting to hear from YOU !

ÿ ÿ

D A I L Y - Prayer
Dear 1GOD, Creator of the most beautiful Universe
Help me be clean, compassionate & humble
Using the 7 Scrolls as guide:
I will protect your creations & Punish Evil.
Stand up for the unfairly attacked, disadvantaged, weak & needy
Feed the hungry, shelter homeless & comfort sick
Proclaim:
1GOD, 1FAITH, 1Church, Universe Custodian Guardians
Thank you for today
Your most humble faithful custodian-guardian (1st name)
For the Glory of 1GOD & the Good of Humankind
This prayer is used everyday, alone or in a group in any-place you
like, facing the rising sun eyes closed. Recited at the Gathering.

ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ
The more corrupt, immoral, selfish a community
becomes. The more needy this community has. They
are needy because community wealth is not shared
equal. To over- come this, all participants of the 'Chain
of Evil' are held accountable, asset-stripped, MS/R6.
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Being rich wealthy is a Shame a crime MS/R6.
1GOD dislikes: arrogance, in-justice, pomp,
rich, vain, violence, waste, wealth, these are
not for Heaven.

1GOD cannot be bribed or bought !!!
Obligation 11: Feed the hungry, shelter homeless
& comfort sick
A local well off community has homeless (sleeping in
rubbish dumpsters) underfed (eating garbage) struggling
(harassed, bullied & stalked by debt collectors) people.
Many of its people go without the necessities of every-day live (eatable food, clean-water, decent clothing & comfortable-shelter). These
needy people live in misery, that often leads to substance abuse (smoking, alcohol, prostitution &
mind-altering substances). They need help, yours
the community,..
This is a selfish community living the 'Chain of Evil'
& failing its duty of human decency. Is this your
community? If so it is your duty tochange things.
Failure to do so is immoral is Evil is Anti-1GOD.
Evil needs asset-stripping & caging, MS/R6
A Community that allows Parents (Bad, unfit) in 2 story
buidings, 2 jobs 2 cars send their children to school with
out breakfast & sandwiches. Is a community that doesn’t
deserve to survive. Does your community have hungry
people, be ashamed & feed them. 1GOD is watching!
Does a Community Healthcare facility turn sick people away because
they have no healthcare cover. Every-body (not rehabilitators) has a
1GOD given right to Free unconditional healthcare. Denying free
healthcare is a crime, MS/R6 + loose professional accreditation.
Shun & shame any parasitic profiteering medical practioner.

Free Healthcare a 1GOD Given Right !
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1GOD is waiting to hear from YOU !
T H A N K Y O U - Prayer

ÿ
ÿÿ
ÿ

Dear 1GOD, Creator of the most beautiful Universe
Thank you for supplying me with Daily drink & food
Living by your latest message
I endeavor to be deserving nourishment every day
May I be spared agonizing Thirst & numbing Hunger pains
Your most humble faithful custodian-guardian (1st name)
For the Glory of 1GOD & the Good of Humankind
Use this prayer before every feed!

ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ
A Community that has emty homes. Should not have homeless. Has
your community empty homes & homeless. Move homeless into empty home. End investment Real-Estate. End parasitic predatory
profiteering landlords. Hold them accountable, MS/R6
A Custodian-Guardian Shire has no homeless. Any homeless is transferred to a Shire Cluster housing. The 'Shire' immediately puts the
homeless on wmw x1. Provincial Community Emergency service
(CE) sends an evaluator who decides if the homeless can be integrated into the community. Some homeless may not be abble to become
integrated. The Shire looks after them. Nobody is left lying in the
gutter, dehydrating, freezing, starving, mauled,
assaulted, pissed on by dogs,... Provincial & Shire
Government that fail in their duty of care to it’s
citizen. Are replaced, prosecuted, MS/R7 Melbourne>
Custodian-guardian believe that every (not rehabilitators) member of
the community has a 1GOD given right to: eatable food, clean-water,
decent clothing & comfortable-shelter.

Replace selfish community with equality & harmony !
Obligation 12: Protest injustice, amorality &
environmental-vandalism
The gaining an advantage over others accumulates vast amounts of
material things, influence & power. This leads to uneven wealth
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distribution (Wealth-Apartheid). Wealth creates the
urge to have more & protect what you have. To do
this the wealthy corrupt Justice. They have laws
changed (Corrupt-Law) to enhance & protect their
'Selfishness'. This leads to injustice. These people
(Chain of Evil members) are also the main cause of
'Amorality' & 'Environmental-Vandalism'.
Corrupt Law Injustices: Diplomatic Immunity, Double Jeopardy,
Plea-bargaining, Immunity, Statute of Limitations, Privilege,...
Corrupt Law is revoked (re-sentencing)! Revoking is backdated to
0.1.1.1 (01.01.2004). Guilty are prosecuted.
Child Injustices: beating, begging, molesting, labor,
pedophilia, prostitution, soldiering, suicide-bomber,...
Child injustices the worst form of community injustice,
a failure! End Child injustices. CAGE GUILTY !!!
Women Injustices: domestic violence, pay gap,
rape, slavery, prostitution, religious, sexual
harassment, ... Women Injustices, a community
failure are to be addressed! End Women Injustices.
Community Injustices: Bullying, Elitism, Greed,
Profiteering, Wealth Apartheid, Hereditary-Tyranny,...
Community Injustices are to be addressed!
Bad Law Injustices: Freehold, Privatization of utilities,
Copyright & Patents (Intellectual-Property), Tax deductible Donation, Credit, Hedging, Gambling... Bad Law is
revoked (re-sentencing)! Revoking is backdated to 0.1.1.1
(01.01.2004). Guilty are prosecuted.
Religious Injustices: Forgiveness, circumcision (HE & SHE mutilation), celibacy, molestation, Privilege, pedophilia, sacrefice, women
discrimination, ... Denounce & Shun religious injustices. Become
Custodian-Guardian! Hold clergy accountable. There is only:
1GOD 1FAITH 1Church (UCG1)
Justice is a 'BASIC' human need. Justice is essential for
a community to function & survive. Justice establishes
Truth & rectify In-Justice. Justice has no jury. It has
mandatory sentencing, rehabilitation, compensation.
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Governance Injustices: Assassination, Corruption, Execution, Invade, Elitism, Wealth-Apartheid, Pollute, Environmental-vandalism
Torture, Tyranny,.. Replace Tyranny (Hereditary, Political) with multiple choice 1st past the post freely elected Committee Governance.
Prosecute Tyranny: MS/R7 Governance that creates injustices is Evil
is replaced & prosecuted: MS/R7 .
Every person has a moral & Civil-Duty to end Injustice. Hold people
Accountable that are the cause & effect of Injustice, MS/R6-R7

Z E R O T O L E R A N C E to I N J U S T I C E !
Many in the community endorce Ammorality. This ends. Religious
philosophy's are discarded to pursue, consumerism & leisure-time
activities. Morals are replaced with a pursue of self-gratification (embracing one’s dark evil side). This is not acceptable! These people are
held accountable.
Humankinds downfall too much leisuretime. This ends.
Too much leisure-time, is the cause & effect of too
much unneeded Junk. Too much Garbage. Too much
Pollution. Too much tourism. Too much boredom. Too
much addictions. Too much playing or watching games.
Not enough work ethic & Community spirit.
Too much leisure-time, is replaced (wmw, volunteering). 1GOD set
the example work 5 days on day 6 evaluate your achievement, complete any unfinished work & plan next weeks work. After work leisure
-time is used to volunteer. On day 7 rest enjoy life have a Fun-Day,
Celebrate, attend a Gathering. No Gathering near, start 1
The pursue of self-gratification leisure-time. Divides the
community into those that have too much & those that
have not enough (Wealth Apartheid). Cut Ammorality,
leisure-time, consumerism, waste & embrace:

1GOD 1FAITH 1Church U.C.G.

Environmental-Vandalism (Eco-terrorism) is individiduals &
organizations showing disrespect to 1GOD's creations. Show disrespect to Anti-1GOD Eco-terrorist & prosecute, MS/R7.
Environmental-Vandalism (E-V) is endangering the 'Eco-system' its
vegetation, its creatures, our food-chain. E-V main cause of Globalwarming. Cause of new global-illnesses. Threat to quality of life.
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E-V, Coal-mining & coal-transport. Open coaltransport pollutes air. Fine coal-dust is inhaled
by humans & animals making them sick. Laundry is contaminated resulting in skin disorders.
Soil, Crops & vegetation are polluted, unfit for
human or animal consumption. Open waters (creeks, dams, lakes,
ponds, streams, rain, reservoirs, rivers, snow) are polluted making it
unfit to drink for humans & animals. Open Coal-transport Ends.
Operators, Subcontractors & drivers are prosecuted, MS/R7 + pay
medical, vet-bills & clean up. Corrupt criminal Government that allow
this to happen is replaced & all its members caged, MS/R7.
Environmental-Vandalism is people living in oversized homes. People having useless vanity gardens,
swimming pools, tenis-courts,... People having
hunting cabins, beach cabins, ... This is replaced
with C-G Shire Planning.
The purpose of Shire-Planning is to utilize land to most benefit the
local Community & Habitat. It is essential that Community & Habitat
harmonize. All fertile land is utilized for growing food &/or ranching,
ensuring some sanctuaries are provided for native-vegetation & native
creatures. Non-fertile land is used for domestic & non-domestic building. Existing buildings on fertile-land are demolished & recycled on
non-fertile-land. Mansions with vanity gardens, apartments, townhouses, penthouses, holiday-homes, retirement-villages are replaced
with Shire cluster-homes on Non-fertile land.
Environmental-Vandalism (Eco-terrorism) a crime, MS/R7
Obligation 13: Do rewarded work, no loafing
1 GOD wants you to work! The Community wants you to work! Your
parents want you to work! You want (have) to work. 1GOD”s design
is for humans to be active, useful. Don’t disappoint 1GOD.
People want to feel useful. The best way to achieve this is to work.
For work there is an expectation of a reward.
The reward is 3 way. Pay, satisfaction, soulfood. Custodian-guardian
pay is based on a 'weekly minimum wage' (wmw) & a multiplier.
Pay-scale starts with a wmw x1 (minimum) to wmw x7 (maximum) :
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wmw x1

unskilled, apprentice

wmw x5

Leader

wmw x2

skilled, Tradesman

wmw x6

Manager

wmw x3

Senior-Tradesman

wmw x7

wmw x4

Supervisor

Administrator

'wmw' are set annually by Government. wmw may stay the same,
or go up, or go down as economic conditions require.
To set wages & conditions they are standardized. For best economic
management everyone's a wage earner. Note ! Private ownership,
State ownership are abolished & replaced by CROn (Community Run
Owned not-for-profit). Unions are deregistered. Government sets
wages & conditions.
Work conditions: A workplace is to be healthy & safe
with protective gear & footwear worn as needed. Pushing
people to do more work in less time is unsafe, unhealthy
& decreases quality. There are breaks every 3 hours. Total
hours worked a day must not exceed 10 hours.
C-G 21h Klock time applies.

Job satisfaction (Js) is a state of mind. If a person works,
because they have to. They need to create their own Job
satisfaction. If you try hard enough you can find 'Js' in
boring, mundane, repetitive work.
Workers who cannot find full or part-time work. Are usefully employed by the 'Shire' on wmw x1. Eliminates unemployed !
Loafing being lazy. Is undesirable, selfish. Not doing
your share at home, school or work is bad. Home,
Education & Work are not to let loafing become the
norm. Loafers are held accountable. Repeat
offenders have benefits, privileges withdrawn & are shamed.
Obligation 14:

Be Good Punish Evil

Being good does not mean being a saint or perfect. Note! There is no
perfection in the physical Universe. That applies also to humans.
There are 6 stages of Good & Evil. Best > Trying > Repent > Flawed >
Bad > Evil. Every Custodian-guardian endeavors to live within the
stages 1-3.
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Best! A person tries to be the best they can be. A Custodian guardian!
Trying! A slightly flawed person tries to improve. A Good person!
Repent! A flawed person, repents & tries to improve. An Average
person! A person made mistakes. They disappointed I, Family &
Community. They repent & rectify things as best as they can. I, Family
& Community are to give them a second chance.
Flawed! A flawed person, doesn't change. A Community concern! A
person made mistakes. They disappointed I, Family & Community.
They don't care. Family & Community hold this person to account.
This person is likely to become lawless & being charged, MS/R1, R2 .
Bad! A Bad person, lawless, criminal,... A Community Threat! A
person with a lawless attitude committing crimes. A threat to family &
community. This bad person is held accountable: MS/R2 - R4.
Evil! This person sees lawlessness as normal & crime as a vocation. A
Evil heinous Community Threat! This Evil is charged: MS/R4-R7.
There is a stage 7: 'Pure'! It applies only to the Soul. When the Soul
becomes immortal an Angel. The Soul is then 'Pure'!
Humankind has lost it's way. Anti-1GOD, Ammorality, criminality,
immorality, lawlessness, profiteering, polluting, violence are the new
normal. Accontability is applied to phase in the new normal for
Humankind. Being in 'Harmony with itself, it's surroundings, the
physical Universe & 1GOD'!!!
1GOD is testing Humankind concerning holding Evil accountable &
caging it. Should Humankind fail in applying 'Accountability', 'Mandatory Sentencing' & 'Rehabilitation'. An angered 1GOD will hold Evil
Humankind accountable. You do not want to anger 1GOD!
1000's of years of Evil are coming to an End. With or without human
involvement. Custodian-Guardian believe Humankind should implement ' Accountability', 'Mandatory Sentencing' & 'Rehabilitation',
ending Evil!
Custodian-Guardian Accountability: Zero Tolerance, no Bad-Laws, no
corrupt discount laws, no Jury, mandatory-sentences, Rehabilitation
(educating, caging, compensation).

BE GOOD PUNISH EVIL !!!!!
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Obligation 15: Be just & give deserved respect
Custodian-Guardian support a just & democratic society. That is
based on/or behaving to what is moraly right, fair & written in the
'Law-Giver Manifest'.
A just person gives to each individual & creature what they are due. If
respect is warranted a just person will give due respect. A just person
demands accountability in cases of wrong-doing.
Justice starts with an individual "YOU"! You need to be 'Just'. Being
Just is the foundation from which 'Justice' rises up.
Being Just & receiving Justice is ideal. Reality is that there are unjust
people who create In-Justice. Each individual has a moral & civil
(public)-duty to remove In-Justice.
The Just group up & establish 'Governance'. Governance consist
(mandatory) of multi-choice & equal gender 'Committee'. 1 person
&/or hereditary (Monarchy) Governance is Tyranny. Tyrants are
removed, prosecuted, MS/R7.
Respect may be deserved. By individuals, group, organization,...
Deserving are moral strength & being just: abilities, achievements,
actions, courtesy, appreciation, attentiveness, civility, politeness,
thoughtfulness, qualities,...
Respect is showing admiration for virtue &/or achievement. It may
take time & effort to become aware of good qualities. When aware &
where appropriate to honor those qualities by deserved Respect.
Respect may also be shown for feelings, wishes, rights,... This type of
Respect is not given automaticcally. Showing consideration, make
allowances, be mindful,... must stand the test of moral strength &
being just. Only then can it become deserved Respect.
Obligation 16:

Cremate, close Graveyards

A human-body has a beginning & end. At its end a Soul
needs to be released. To ensure that the Soul is released
& Afterlife is possible. The human-body is cremated. If
a Soul is not released it exists in limbo as Ghost.
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Cremation is not only needed to free the Soul but also for
health reasons. The cremation fire cleanses. Destroying
dangerous bacteria, viruses, insect larvae & fungi that may
inhabit the body.
A Crematorium is a Provincial Public service facility: Administration
(Coroner, Morgue), End Portal & Garden. Here the dead have an
autopsy, are farewelled & recycled.
All deceased are transported to the morgue for an autopsy. The
autopsy is to establish cause of death & identity of deceased. It
includes a toxicology to establish whether the body was contagious in
anyway & could have infected another human.
Cannibalizing the human-body before during or after autopsy is
immoral is criminal. Cannibalizing is removing body-parts, bodyfluids, eggs & sperm. Body-part cannibalizing is a crime: MS/R7
A Cremator prepares the body & estate-distributions information for
viewing. Every body is prepared the same way no exceptions. The
naked body (humans start life naked they end life naked) is placed in
a plain cardboard coffin covered by an olive color linen sheet with
only the head visible.
Viewers may pray silently using a Soul-Prayer, Grief-Prayer, or
Relive-Good Prayer or Relive-Bad Prayer. The Cremator sets a
date & time for the Cremation. An Afterlife mess is held by an Elder
from the nearest KLan The Body is cremated. Mourners receive a
plaque each to take home.
Next morning the ashes are dispursed over the Crematorium garden.
Rehabilitators ashes are dumped on the Garden compost.

Graveyard funeral a pagan ritual
Graveyard funerals are unacceptable because
a growing population needs to use the land
more useful. Graveyard funerals may create
Ghosts by not releasing the Soul. Graveyard
funerals are favored by evil elitist showing
off: Expensive coffin, expensive Headstone,
pompous landscaped mausoleum.
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Preservatives in food stop body's from decomposing stopping reuse
of graves. Graves encourage crime, robbing & vandalizing. Neglected
graves attract vermin,... Graves are a waste of land, unacceptable.
Population growth entails using land more efficient.
No more new Graveyards. Existing Graveyards are closed & dug up.
Remains are cremated & spread over the Crematorium garden. The
land is used for other purposes.

Cremation is the only acceptable type of funeral !
Vote in all Elections

Obligation 17:

Voting is a moral & civil duty. Survival of a community relies on maximum support & participation from its members. A Community
member & every Custodian-Guardian are obliged to vote in all
Elections (political or non political). Non compliance, MS/R1
People not voting are in fact supporting people that establish Tyrannies. They allow lobby groups to corrupt Governance. You Must Vote!

HOW to VOTE
Custodian-Guardian vote in all elections that they are eligible for.
Who is a candidate that can be supported?
A HE or SHE no younger then 28 or older then 70.
Is or has been a parent.
Is an employee or volunteer or retired.
Is mentally & physically fit.
Has no University education.
Has not completed any caged Rehabilitation.
Has no sexual disability (same gender, confused gender, child molesting).
Uses the ‘Law-Giver Manifest’ as their guide.
Is a Custodian-Guardian
NOTE !
Custodian-Guardian Supporters & Klan Elders may nominate, support, endorse & SHUN candidates in elections. Custodian-Guardian
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Members (Zenturion, Praytorian, Proclaimer) cannot support,
nominate or endorse candidates outside the 1Church administration.

Having completed 1GOD given Obligations!
You are now ready to claim & receive 1GOD given Privileges!
1GOD’s latest message, Law-Giver Manifest

14.04.04.07 N-At-m

www.universecustodianguardians.org

End
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